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Harl. MS. 4255, fol. 4.
The Bramins account much by the Ross, that is
the place of the Moon at the time of birth so that if
a child be borne when the Moon is in t, his Ross is t
&ca. In the foregoing page is writ the 12 Signes
and the 7 Planets and Dragons head by which to know
in any Ross what Starrs, if then in the same ross, are
good or bad (vizt.\ if the ross be T and Saturne be
then in T b will give the native rst years sickness
and the Native will be of a sickly temper, else for other
things h will be good. If 2[ be in T when the Ross
is T then 2| will do good and help the Native. So
(J in T when the Ros is T will cause red eyes, and so
of the rest in ditto or other Signes, as in the foregoing
columns.
13. HORARY QUESTIONS
By the 2 figures in the Second Page the Bramins
resolve all horary or other questions (vizt.) ; first
enquire the persons name and by the monisyllable
in the ist page (vizt.} Choo, Chee, & ca. you will
find out of what Ross or house hee is, that is what
signe the Moon was in at the time of the Natives
birth. Then place that house of which the Querent
is in that place of the scheame in ist page where <y> is
placed. As for example ; Suppose a person (whose
Ross is b) asketh a question, place b in that place of
the Scheame where T is placed, and n in that place
where b is placed in the Scheame, and so of the rest.
So that «p will be placed in that place of the scheame
where Pisces now stands. Then (having placed
them so) place every Planet in the signe it is in when
the Question demanded and those persons that happen

